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Abstract

We present here the complete non-linear insert for the IOTA ring at Fermilab. In particular, we will show the results for the magnetic measurements and a discussion of leak correction in the unusually shaped vacuum chamber. A test assembly of the insert has been successfully completed and the insert functions mechanically as designed.

INTRODUCTION

The Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) at Fermilab [1] is a proof-of-principle experiment of the Integrable Optics principle [2]. The dynamic aperture of the 40 m circumference ring will be probed using a 150 MeV electron beam, which will later be replaced with a ∼3 MeV proton beam that will experience significant non-linear space charge forces. RadiaBeam’s contribution to the IOTA project is the design and construction of the non-linear insert (see Fig. 2). The development of the non-linear insert can be followed through a series of conference proceedings [3–5] and presentations [6–8].

NON-LINEAR INSERT STATUS

Assembly of the non-linear insert is complete, all of the parts have passed mechanical check for fit, and it has been shipped to Fermilab. After a number of corrective actions were taken, the vacuum chamber has failed a hermiticity check at the location of one of the electron beam welds between a vacuum pump port and the main vacuum chamber. Otherwise, the magnetic axis of the magnet modules have been measured, the current settings have been determined and all of the modules have been installed on the main strongback. Because of the very tight fit between the vacuum chamber and the magnets, installation of the vacuum chamber is a process of partial disassembly of the magnets, then chamber installation and then reassembly of the magnets. This process is to ensure that the magnets to not puncture the 0.010 inch thick chamber walls near the pole faces. The design of the both the chamber and the magnets incorporated this feature from the very beginning, so the process is straightforward.

A two-tier motion system allows adjustment of the entire strongback relative to the beam line using a push-pull screw system while the eighteen magnet modules are aligned relative to each other using a series of off-the-shelf optical stages with custom adaptors between them. The bottom pole faces are permanently fixed to a plate containing alignment monuments for measurement of the location of the magnetic axis and alignment. The insert is longitudinally symmetric to match the beam dynamics of the drift that it fills. Following this symmetry, there are nine different types of magnet module with each pair wired in series.

In half of the spaces between the magnets there are vacuum chamber support stands that are used to deform the vacuum chamber to clear the pole faces during assembly and operation (see Fig. 1). These stands have three axes of motion.

The aluminum vacuum chamber has five flanges installed, consisting of beam ports on either end that incorporate space for button-type beam position monitors, and three flanges on top for vacuum pumping. The vacuum chamber uses a large ante chamber to increase vacuum pumping speed at the small diameter (∼8 mm) beam pipe.

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

To comport with the theory, the strength of the magnet modules is designed to scale quadratically with longitudinal position in the drift that is filled with non-linear insert [2].
Because of this, the apertures of the magnets in the non-linear insert also scale quadratically. Before installation of the magnet modules, we performed two types of magnetic measurement on the different modules. The first was a gradient measurement to determine the correct current setting and the second was a vibrating wire measurement to find the magnetic axis of each module. When powered, the magnets are run through a standardization routine in which the current is run to +2 A, the maximum of the bi-polar power supplies to be used at Fermilab, then the current is slowly swept through the full current range (-2 A to +2 A) twice before approaching the operation point from -2 A. This procedure resulted in shifts of the magnetic axis smaller than we are capable of detecting.

To find the appropriate magnet current setting without performing a magnetization curve measurement for the iron, we measured the gradient (lowest harmonic) of one of each type of magnet module as a function of input current. We rely on the tight mechanical tolerances and the good harmonic content of the prototype magnets and do not measure the harmonic content of the magnets above quadrupole. The measured field gradient is very linear as a function of input current (see Fig. 3).

The vibrating wire system for magnet axis finding is a hybrid between the SLAC system [9] and the Paul Scherrer system [10] in which the transverse motion is automated but the yaw and pitch motion is not. The automation was necessary to repeatably measure the roll with sufficient precision to meet the magnet alignment requirements (see Fig. 4(bottom)). The axis finding routine works very near to the noise floor and occasional obviously erroneous measurements must be rejected (see Fig. 4(top)). In addition, there is significant steady-state background that must be subtracted from the signal, likely due to the magnetization of elements of the mechanical system.
While the vast majority of these welds worked (including all the welds on the prototype chamber), the weld of the center vacuum pumping port flange to the main chamber failed a hermiticity check in the $10^{-8}$ torr-liter/sec range. After consultation with the welders, we concluded that the leak was caused by poor joining of the 2219 aluminum of the main chamber to the 6061 aluminum of the pumping port. To attempt a fix on this weld, we cut the flange out, created a 6061-to-2219 adaptor that was TIG welded to the flange and attempted another electron beam weld. Unfortunately, this weld has also failed a hermiticity check. Because of the very local nature of the leak (in a different location from the previous one), our current working theory is that the tack weld (done in air) that held the flange to the vacuum chamber during electron beam welding (done in vacuum) created a pocket of oxidation that prevented the electron beam weld from creating a clean joint.
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**VACUUM SYSTEM**

We opted for a very complex vacuum chamber design because the magnet module apertures vary along the length of the insert and we want to maximize clear aperture. The chamber is manufactured in parts that are electron beam welded together. The main vacuum chamber is nine parts made of 2219 aluminum and there are also five flanges that use an explosion bonded transition from stainless steel to 6061 aluminum. The vacuum chamber was fabricated in three stages where parts would be made, welded and then modified before further welding to produce the final two meter long chamber.